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Formation pathways of seed BHs in early protogalaxies: ●1 Pop III remnant BHs with a mass ofM• ≈ 101–2 M!, ●2 massive seed BHs
withM• ≈ 105–6 M! in ACHs under peculiar conditions such as strong LW radiation ( JLW > Jcrit), high baryon-DM streaming
velocity, and rapid mergers of DM halos, and ●3 relatively massive seeds withM• ≈ 103–4 M! via runaway collisions in ultradense stellar
clusters. ●4 Hyper-Eddington accretion onto stellar-mass BHs (Ṁ• ≫ ṀEdd) would effectively result in a massive seed at the center of a
dense pristine gas cloud. Abbreviations: ACH, atomic-cooling halo; BH, black hole; DM, dark matter; GW, gravitational wave; LW,
Lyman–Werner; Pop III, Population III; SMS, supermassive star.

motivated by the natural availability of stellar-mass BHs in the early Universe, left behind by
the first generation of stars. As we argue, it is possible for BHs to grow at highly super-Eddington
rates, which represents one of the pathways for rapid BH assembly in the early Universe. These
pathways are illustrated in Figure 3, along with other possibilities that will be discussed in the
sections below. However, we emphasize that no self-consistent calculation to date has included all
the necessary multi-scale physics and followed the BH growth over several orders of magnitude
in mass.We first focus on the basic underlying physics (Section 3.1) and then discuss applications
to the high-z Universe (Section 3.2 and Section 3.3).

For convenience, Figure 4 illustrates the structure of accretion flows onto a BH embedded in
a protogalaxy. The characteristic physical scales and mechanisms relevant to the discussions below
are listed in Table 3 (with their definitions and fiducial values).

3.1. Growing Black Holes by Accretion: Is There an Eddington Limit?
Assuming that high-z SMBHs grow mostly via rapid gas accretion and radiate ∼10% of the rest
mass energy of accretingmatter, as low-z quasars do on average (Soltan 1982,Yu&Tremaine 2002,
Ueda et al. 2003), the outward radiation pressure force on the infalling gas, through electron scat-
tering, matches the inward gravitational force at the critical accretion rate of ṀEdd ≡10 LEdd/c2,
where LEdd = 4π cGM•/κes is the Eddington luminosity.3 If accretion is limited to this rate, the

3This definition includes a fiducial factor of 10, which assumes a radiative efficiency of 10%.We employ this
definition throughout this review, but we caution the reader that an equally common definition in the literature
is ṀEdd ≡LEdd/c2, i.e., excluding this factor.
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1. Introduction



Black Holes (BHs)

singularity

Event horizonThree quantities to 
characterize the object

M, Q, J RSch = 2GM
c2

for a non-rotating/ 
non-charged BH

The theory of general relativity predicts that a sufficiently compact 
mass can deform spacetime to form a black hole, where gravity is 
so strong that nothing (even lights!) can escape from it.

（c.f. ~3km for M◉）



Supermassive black holes (SMBH)

Artist's illustration of a supermassive black hole. Credit: NASA/JPL/CALTECH

universal existence in galaxies

M ~ 106-10 Msun

powerful engine!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quasar#

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Messier_87



Early BH-galaxy coevolution
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Kormendy & Ho (2013)

Cosmological coevolution?

artist’s illustration [ESA/Hubble, L. Calçada (ESO)]



13.7 Gyrs

z=0 (today)

inflation

cosmic microwave 
background (CMB) 

  
  

  

  

1 Gyrs

z ~ 6-7

0.1-0.5 Gyrs

History of the universe

z ~ 10-30

observable 
universe

cosmic dawn/ 
dark ages

First Stars

First Galaxies

First SMBHs

[age]

[redshift]



High-z SMBH population
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196 QSO samples (z>6)

KI, Visbal & Haiman (2020)*λEdd=1 is assumed for BHs
 if not mass measurements

Wu et al. (2015)

Discovery‣ Known z>5.8 quasars (as of July 2021)

J0303-1806 
(Wang+21)

J1007+2115 
(Yang+20)

J1342+0928 
(Bañados+18)

GALAXY-IGM WS, AUG 18, 2021, MASAFUSA ONOUE

6

• ~300 known at z>6 (<10 in Gpc-3 per mag; MUV>-24) 
- Need >1000 deg2 coverage rather than depth 
- SDSS/PS1/HSC/DES/UKIDSS/VIKING/WISE, etc. 

• Frontier: z~7.5 (Bañados+18; Yang+20; Wang+21) 
- 8 at z>7, 50 at z>6.5  
- The low-luminosity regime dominated by the HSC 

sample (Matsuoka+16-19) 
• z=8-10 discoveries expected in 2020s with Euclid, 

Roman, and Rubin

Lbol~1047erg/s

Wang et al. (2021)
Yang et al. (2020)

BH’s record holders from PKU

(past→)(←now)



Early BH-galaxy coevolution
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Co-evolution diagram
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seed BHs



2. Rapid Growth of BHs



gas accretion

bright QSOs

Rapid SMBH assembly

BH mergers 
(GWs) seed BH 

formation

(tH ~ 1Gyr)

L110 K. Inayoshi, K. Omukai and E. Tasker

instability if the gravitational collapse is delayed, a process possi-
ble due to turbulence generated during the virialization of the halo.
If the thermal instability occurs, the cloud can fragment into many
smaller mass clumps instead of forming a single SMS. We therefore
simulate the collapse to determine the likelihood of the outcome be-
ing a monolithic collapse to a single star or fragmentation into a
binary or multiple member system.

2 M E T H O D O L O G Y

We performed a three-dimensional hydrodynamical simulation of
the gravitational collapse of a primordial-gas cloud using the adap-
tive mesh refinement code, ENZO (Bryan et al. 2014). Our main
purpose is to investigate the gas dynamics over a wide range
of the densities (10−21 ! ρ ! 10−7 g cm−3). The cloud initially
has a spherically symmetric density profile enhanced by a fac-
tor f (=1.6) above the critical Bonnor–Ebert (BE) distribution, an
isothermal sphere embedded in a pressurized medium and supported
in marginal hydrostatic equilibrium against gravitational collapse.
According to cosmological simulations (e.g. Wise et al. 2008), at
the centre of a first galaxy with virial temperature "104 K, forming
in an environment where the H2 formation is suppressed, a warm
(T ∼ 8000 K) cloud with ∼105 M⊙ becomes gravitationally unsta-
ble at ρ ∼ 10−20 g cm−3 and collapses. Based on this, we set the
central density and temperature of the cloud to ρc = 1.67 × 10−20 g
cm−3 and T = 8000 K, giving a mass and radius of 1.17 × 105 M⊙
and 10.8 pc, respectively. Although we here do not impose an exter-
nal FUV radiation, H2 is collisionally dissociated for ρ " 10−20 g
cm−3 and T " 6000 K. Note that we neglect the dark-matter grav-
ity since the cloud is already bound by the self-gravity of its gas.
Our simulation box size is (50 pc)3 and refinement is controlled by
insisting that one Jeans length is resolved by at least 64 grid cells
(e.g. Turk et al. 2012). Under this condition, the simulation uses 23
out of the allowed 25 refinement levels, ensuring we are resolved
by the above criteria at all times and giving a limiting resolution of
!0.1 au.

The development of turbulence in the central region of forming
first galaxies has been suggested by numerical simulations (e.g.
Wise & Abel 2007; Greif et al. 2008). In the initial phase of col-
lapse with ∼10−20 g cm−3, the turbulence is still subsonic in the
cloud. To consider the density and velocity perturbations due to the
turbulence, we initially impose a subsonic velocity field (the root
mean square of the velocity is set to 0.1cs) with power spectrum
P(k) ∝ k−4, which corresponds to the so-called Larson’s law for
the contemporary star-forming regions (Larson 1981). To ensure
that the turbulence is adequately resolved, we select the maximum
k-mode value of 1/10 of the number of cells across the cloud.

We consider the non-equilibrium primordial chemistry of 9
species (H, H2, e−, H+, H+

2 , H−, He, He+, and He++) and 13 hy-
drogen reactions selected to reproduce the correct thermal/chemical
evolution of the warm atomic-cooling cloud (reactions 3, 4, 7−10,
12, 15−18, 28, and 32 in table 2 of Omukai 2001). We adopt
the reaction rate coefficients updated by the following studies: 7–
10 (Coppola et al. 2011), 15 (Martin, Schwarz & Mandy 1996),
17 (Stibbe & Tennyson 1999), and 28 (Ferland et al. 1992). The
four helium reactions originally included in ENZO are also present,
although they are not relevant in our calculation. We initially as-
sume a uniform distribution of ionization degree with 10−4 and H2

molecular fraction with 10−7, respectively (e.g. Shang et al. 2010).
At high density, the chemical reactions proceed faster than the cloud
collapse and chemical equilibrium is achieved. To smoothly con-
nect the non-equilibrium chemistry to that of equilibrium, we solve

the chemical network including both the forward and reverse re-
actions for dominant processes. To solve the chemistry equations,
we employ the piecewise exact solution method (Inoue & Inutsuka
2008) instead of the original ENZO solver, which cannot follow the
chemical evolution with high enough density to reach the chemical
equilibrium. For the radiative cooling, we consider atomic cool-
ing (H Lyα, two-photon emission, and H− free–bound, free–free
emission) and H2 cooling (rovibrational line and collision-induced
emission). We also include the suppression of the cooling rate in the
optically thick case by using the optical depth estimated as ρκLc

(e.g. Omukai 2001; Shang et al. 2010), where κ includes the H2-line
opacity and the Rosseland mean opacity considering the H Rayleigh
scattering, the H2 collision-induced absorption, and the H− bound-
free and free–free absorption, and Lc the size of the central core,
which is approximately given by the Jeans length for the spherically
symmetric cloud in the runaway collapse. Finally, note that we do
not include the heating/cooling associated with the chemical reac-
tions because their effect is negligible during the thermal evolution
of the atomic-cooling clouds.

3 R ESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the density distribution at the end of the simulation,
where the central density reaches ∼10−7 g cm−3, for four different
spatial scales; from the top-left clockwise, large-scale gas distri-
bution (∼1 pc), the collapsing core (∼0.1 pc), the central ∼100 au
region, and the protostar formed at the centre (∼10 au). The central
portion of the cloud undergoes the runaway collapse. The turbu-
lence forms filamentary structures that channel material into the
central region (ρ ∼ 10−8 g cm−3), feeding the protostar. The left-
bottom panel presents the density distribution around the protostar.
At the end of this simulation, the protostellar mass reaches ≃1 M⊙
and its radius ≃2 au. These values are consistent with the result
of the stellar-structure calculation by Hosokawa et al. (2012), who
assumed a steady and spherical accretion.

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of mass-weighted radial profiles of
(a) density, (b) temperature, and (c) H2 fraction. During collapse,

Figure 1. Density distribution in the plane through the density peak for
four spatial scales: from top-left, clockwise: the large-scale gas distribu-
tion (∼1 pc), a collapsing core by the H− free–bound continuum cooling
(∼0.1 pc), the central region around the protostar (∼100 au), and the final
protostar (∼10 au).

MNRASL 445, L109–L113 (2014)
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“The Assembly of the First Massive Black Holes” 
Inayoshi, Visbal & Haiman, 2020, ARA&A, 58, 27



Formation channels of early BHs

KI, Visbal & Haiman (2020) ARA&A

Various masses of seed BHs depending on SF environments
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Figure 3
Formation pathways of seed BHs in early protogalaxies: ●1 Pop III remnant BHs with a mass ofM• ≈ 101–2 M!, ●2 massive seed BHs
withM• ≈ 105–6 M! in ACHs under peculiar conditions such as strong LW radiation ( JLW > Jcrit), high baryon-DM streaming
velocity, and rapid mergers of DM halos, and ●3 relatively massive seeds withM• ≈ 103–4 M! via runaway collisions in ultradense stellar
clusters. ●4 Hyper-Eddington accretion onto stellar-mass BHs (Ṁ• ≫ ṀEdd) would effectively result in a massive seed at the center of a
dense pristine gas cloud. Abbreviations: ACH, atomic-cooling halo; BH, black hole; DM, dark matter; GW, gravitational wave; LW,
Lyman–Werner; Pop III, Population III; SMS, supermassive star.

motivated by the natural availability of stellar-mass BHs in the early Universe, left behind by
the first generation of stars. As we argue, it is possible for BHs to grow at highly super-Eddington
rates, which represents one of the pathways for rapid BH assembly in the early Universe. These
pathways are illustrated in Figure 3, along with other possibilities that will be discussed in the
sections below. However, we emphasize that no self-consistent calculation to date has included all
the necessary multi-scale physics and followed the BH growth over several orders of magnitude
in mass.We first focus on the basic underlying physics (Section 3.1) and then discuss applications
to the high-z Universe (Section 3.2 and Section 3.3).

For convenience, Figure 4 illustrates the structure of accretion flows onto a BH embedded in
a protogalaxy. The characteristic physical scales and mechanisms relevant to the discussions below
are listed in Table 3 (with their definitions and fiducial values).

3.1. Growing Black Holes by Accretion: Is There an Eddington Limit?
Assuming that high-z SMBHs grow mostly via rapid gas accretion and radiate ∼10% of the rest
mass energy of accretingmatter, as low-z quasars do on average (Soltan 1982,Yu&Tremaine 2002,
Ueda et al. 2003), the outward radiation pressure force on the infalling gas, through electron scat-
tering, matches the inward gravitational force at the critical accretion rate of ṀEdd ≡10 LEdd/c2,
where LEdd = 4π cGM•/κes is the Eddington luminosity.3 If accretion is limited to this rate, the

3This definition includes a fiducial factor of 10, which assumes a radiative efficiency of 10%.We employ this
definition throughout this review, but we caution the reader that an equally common definition in the literature
is ṀEdd ≡LEdd/c2, i.e., excluding this factor.
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BH mass function in QSO host galaxies
 

12 D. Toyouchi et al.

agreement with the fitting result (blue dashed) obtained by previous
simulations of PopIII star formation in mini-haloes, where the mass
inflow rate tends to be lower than §"crit (Hirano et al. 2014). On the
other hand, in the high density cases with h §"⇤i1HD > §"crit, the
final mass increases with the inflow rate and approaches a constant
e�ciency with [ = 0.4. The jump of the e�ciency occurs because
such a rapidly accreting protostar evolves with a bloated envelope
with )e� ' 5000 K and thus hardly emits ionizing radiation. Note
that [ = 0.4 represents suppression of stellar mass growth by the
finite angular momentum of the accretion flows (see also the upper
grey line for [ = 1 to highlight the e�ect of angular momentum).
In the following, we refer to h §"⇤i3HD ⌘ 0.4 h §"⇤i1HD as a mass
accretion rate reduced from the spherical 1D case owing to disk
formation but not to stellar radiative feedback, shown in the upper
horizontal axis of Figure 10.

Here, we interpret our simulation results with an analytical esti-
mate of the mass loss rate from a circumstellar disk owing to photo-
evaporation (Tanaka et al. 2013);

§"pe ' 1.5 ⇥ 10�2 M� yr�1
✓ §&ion

1052 s�1

◆1/2 ✓
'pe

104 AU

◆1/2
, (22)

where 'pe is the physical scale within which the disk su�ers from
photoevaporation. The value of 'pe depends on the size of the ionized
region surrounding the star, disk size, and their geometrical config-
uration (McKee & Tan 2008; Hosokawa et al. 2011). We here adopt
'pe = 104 AU as a fiducial value, which is broadly consistent with
the spatial extent of the photoevaporating region seen in the LWH,
LWH-0.5, and LWH-0.1 models. The production rates of ionizing
photons, §&ion, from a ZAMS star depend on stellar mass, as shown
in Table 1. Equating §"pe with h §"⇤i3HD, we obtain the equilibrium
mass, above which the stellar mass growth ceases because the cir-
cumstellar disk is evacuated by mass loss owing to photoevaporation.
For the high accretion-rate regime (h §"⇤i3HD > §"crit), the value of
§&ion sharply drops and thus the mass loss process shuts o�. There-

fore, the final stellar mass is not limited by radiative feedback but
by the mass budget in the circumstellar disk or a short lifetime of
the central massive star (for comparison to 1D cases, see Omukai &
Palla 2003; Johnson et al. 2012). We find that the analytic model for
disk photoevaporation (red curve) nicely explains the overall trend
of our simulation results.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Implication for the IMF of primordial stars

In this section, we discuss the initial mass function for primordial
stars, applying the h §"⇤i – "⇤ relation (the red curve in Figure 10)
to star formation episodes in high-I QSO host galaxies. Recently, Li
et al. (2021) have conducted a semi-analytic study of chemo-thermal
dynamics of collapsing gas clouds, using merger trees to trace the
halo growth in overdense regions of the universe with 4f overdensity.
They find that high-I QSO progenitor haloes are likely irradiated
by intense H2-photodissociating radiation from nearby star-forming
galaxies and heat the interior gas by successive halo mergers. As a
result, the mass accretion rates of collapsing parent clouds show a
great diversity, depending on their evolutionary history and external
environments (see Figure 8 in Li et al. 2021). Note that this accretion
rate can be approximated as h §"⇤i1HD since their calculation does
not take into account either ther angular momentum of the collapsing
cloud or stellar radiative feedback.

Figure 11 shows the mass function of primordial stars formed
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High-z QSO progenitor haloes

w/o radiation feedback

Mini haloes (Hirano+2015)

Figure 11. The mass distribution function of massive primordial stars
in a high-I QSO progenitor halo (red histogram) obtained from the
h §"⇤ i1HD � "⇤,3RHD correlation (see Figure 10). The probability distribu-
tion function of h §"⇤ i1HD is taken from a merger-tree based semi-analytic
model for BH seeding mechanisms (Li et al. 2021, see the left-bottom panel
of their Figure 6). The mass function can be approximated as / "�1.3

⇤ at
"⇤  2 ⇥ 104 M� and / "�2.8

⇤ at the higher mass, as indicated by the two
grey lines. To show the impact of radiative feedback, we overlay the mass
distribution assuming a constant e�ciency of [ = 0.4 in the limit of the
absence of radiation (white hatched histogram). For comparison, the mass
distribution of ordinary PopIII stars formed in a typical mini-halo is shown
by the blue histogram (Hirano et al. 2015).

in high-I QSO host galaxies (red histogram). The mass is widely
distributed over 100 M� < "⇤ < 105 M� , reflecting the diversity
in the mass accretion rate. The shape of the mass distribution is
approximated with a double power law function; / "�1.3

⇤ at "⇤ 
2 ⇥ 104 M� (significantly flatter than a Salpeter IMF of / "�2.35

⇤
for metal-enriched stellar populations) and / "�2.8

⇤ in the higher
mass range. We also present the mass function without including
radiative feedback, but assuming a constant e�ciency of [ = 0.4
(white hatched histogram). This clearly demonstrates that radiative
feedback creates the low-mass population below "⇤ . 103 M� .
Note that the number fraction of SMSs heavier than "⇤ = 104 M� is
⇠ 20%, independent of the feedback process. Since the total number
density of DM haloes of interest in a comoving volume is estimated
as #h ⇠ 10�3 cMpc�3 (Li et al. 2021), the number density of SMSs
(presumably, heavy BH seeds) is given by #SMS ⇠ 2⇥10�4 cMpc�3.
Therefore, if⇠ 0.01% of the SMSs collapse to BHs and grow in mass
subsequently (see also § 5.2), the number density of high-I QSOs
(#SMBH ⇠ 10�8 cMpc�3) can be explained.

For comparison, we also show the mass function of typical PopIII
stars that form in DM haloes in less-biased regions of the universe,
where the external environmental e�ects (e.g., LW radiation and halo
mergers) are modest (blue histogram taken from Hirano et al. 2015).
This mass function occupies a relatively low-mass range with a mean
value of h"⇤i ' 220 M� , exhibiting a sharp cuto� at the high-mass
end around "⇤ ⇠ 103 M� . This suggests the importance of external
e�ects suppressing cloud collapse to extend the high-mass end of the
mass distribution.

We emphasize that normal PopIII stars are the representative pop-
ulation of primordial stars, while the heavier population in rarer re-
gions would play a more important role in the formation of SMBHs.
Numerical simulation studies of PopIII star formation provide a pos-
sible mass budget of PopIII stars, d⇤ ' 105�6 M� cMpc�3, above

MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2022)

RHD simulations + semi-analytical model for BH seeding  
(Li et al. 2021; Toyouchi et al. 2022; see also Sassano et al. 2021)

SMBHs

Good targets 
for JWST?



The most efficient cosmic engine

L ≃ GM∙
Rin

·M = η ·Mc2

(η ∼ 0.1)
BH feedback 

(output)

Rin ∼ 2GM∙
c2

·M

BH feeding 

(input)
ϕ ∝ r− 1



Eddington limit
・suppose a spherically symmetric system

ggrav = GM∙
r2

BH gravity

grad = κe
c

L
4πr2

radiation force

we would naively impose ggrav ≳ grad

L ≲ 4πcGM∙
κe

≡ LEdd ≃ 1.3 × 1046 erg s− 1 ( M∙
108 M⊙ )

“Eddington luminosity”



Eddington limit
・Eddington limited accretion

·M = L
ηc2 ≲ LEdd

ηc2 ≡ ·MEdd ≃ 2.3 M⊙ yr− 1 ( M∙
108 M⊙ )

where                          M = M0 et/tEdd tEdd ≃ 45 Myr
solution

·M ∝ M (exponential growth)

(                      at z~7)t ≃ 800 Myr∼ 5 × 107 M0

SMBHs can form from >10Msun seed BHs 
via ‘continuous’ Eddington accretion



  

  

Galaxy environments

overdense (>4σ) rare regions 
(progenitors of quasar hosts)

common (~2σ) regions  
(typical protogalaxies)
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Figure 1. Central accretion rate and radiative luminosity as a function of time
for radiative efficiency ϵ = 0.1.

2.4. Mesh Refinement and Initial Conditions

We simulate a cylindrical domain in the upper hemisphere
0 < (R, z) < 1 pc with 18 levels of mesh refinement. Since
each AMR block contains 8 × 8 zones, the maximum spatial
resolution in the simulation is ∆x ∼ 3 × 1012 cm. We require
that the central hole, with radius rhole = 1014 cm, is always
resolved at the highest level of mesh refinement. We achieve
pseudo-logarithmic gridding by capping the resolution at radius
r with ∆x > 1

8ηr where we choose η = 0.1; this prevents
the use of excessive resolution far from the central hole. The
simulation domain initially contained uniform-density partially
ionized gas, with initial electron abundance of χe = 0.5, at
temperature 104 K and density nH = 107 cm−3. The initial value
for the central point mass was 100 M⊙.

3. RESULTS

The central accretion rate, shown in Figure 1, oscillates
between values close to, and occasionally mildly exceeding the
Eddington limit, Ṁmax ∼ ṀEdd ∼ 2×10−6 M⊙ yr−1, and a rate
lower by an order of magnitude, Ṁmin ∼ 2×10−7 M⊙ yr−1. The
accretion is approximately periodic with a mild trend toward
an increasing period separating consecutive peak episodes;
the period varies between 250 yr and 350 yr. Accretion rate
falloff following a maximum is roughly exponential, as may
be expected when photoheating and photoionization radiation
pressure in the ionized region surrounding the black hole drive
down the accretion rate (see Section 3 in Milosavljević et al.
2009). The average accretion rate and luminosity are ⟨Ṁ⟩ =
4.6×1019 g s−1 and ⟨L⟩ = 4.2×1039 erg s−1, which says that on
average, the black hole accretes at 32% of the Eddington limit.
The average accretion rate is still only ∼0.2% of the isothermal
“Bondi” accretion rate ṀBondi = e3/2π (GMbh)2nmp/c3

s (∞),
calculated ignoring radiative feedback, for an ambient sound
speed of cs(∞) = 14 km s−1.

During a central accretion maximum, electron scattering
and photoionization radiation pressure drive an outflow in the
ionized gas within the H ii region that has neutral fractions
χH ∼ 10−4 to 10−5 (Figure 2, lower panels). This leads to rar-
efaction and exponential drop in central accretion. Meanwhile,
as radiation pressure subsides, gas near the edge of the H ii
region accelerates inward. This acceleration is driven by a gas
pressure imbalance near the edge; the imbalance was inherited
from the preceding accretion maximum when an outward radi-
ation pressure force balanced an inward gas pressure gradient
force. The outflow intersects with the inflow, and the inflowing
gas ultimately arrives at the edge of the central hole and gives
rise to a new accretion maximum. The longest timescale in the
cycle is the inward acceleration and infall time, which is here a

Figure 2. Gas number density n (upper panels) and neutral fraction χH (lower
panels) at two separate instances around t ∼ 4000 yr. The left panels show
the flow during a central accretion minimum; infalling gas is clearly visible at
r ∼ 1.5 × 1016 cm. The right panels show the flow during a central accretion
maximum. The structure near the central axis, in the conical region marked by
dashed lines, is an artifact of our having set the optical depth to zero along the
axis, for R/|z| < tan 5◦, to avoid numerical issues arising from the coordinate
singularity.

Figure 3. Minimum radius at which neutral gas, with ionization fraction
χH+ < 1

2 is found (lower boundary of the shaded region in panel (a)) and
maximum radius at which ionized gas, with χH+ > 1

2 , is found (upper boundary
of the shaded region). Panel (b) shows the minimum radius at which the radial
inflow is subsonic. Because of transient shock heating in the flow, the sonic
radius, which normally resides at rs ∼ 2.2 × 1014 cm, shrinks to the edge of the
hole at rhole = 1014 cm.

factor of ∼3 shorter than the radial sound crossing time of the
H ii region with typical temperature TH II ∼ 4 × 104 K.

To investigate the relative importance of radiation pressure
compared to heating, we continued the simulation shown in
Figures 1– 3 with the radiation pressure force artificially set
to zero. The heating-only simulation exhibited a significantly
higher, super-Eddington mean accretion rate and a rapid,
monthly variability reflecting an episodic heating to the Comp-
ton temperature and convective transport at r ∼ rhole. The longer
period (∼300 yr) behavior observed in the simulation with the
radiation pressure was absent in the heating-only simulation.
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Figure 1. Time evolution of the gas accretion rate on to a
massive BH with an initial mass of M• = 105 M� embed-
ded in a dense gas cloud with the central density of nc =
103 cm�3 hosted in a stellar bulge with M? = 107 M� and a
massive DM halo with a virial temperature of Tvir ' 105 M�
(model: B7T5N3). The dashed curves show the Edding-
ton accretion rate ṀEdd and the critical rate for the onset
of rapid mass accretion (⇠ 500 ṀEdd) obtained in previ-
ous RHD simulations. Open circles mark the five epochs at
which we show the density and temperature distributions in
Fig. 2 and radial profiles of the physical quantities in Fig. 3.

hyper-Eddington accretion (' 500 ṀEdd; Inayoshi et al.
2016) are shown with dashed curves. At the early stage
of t < 1.6 Myr, the mass accretion proceeds episodi-
cally. While the accretion rate exceeds the Eddington
value during those burst phases, the long-term average
rate is ' ṀEdd due to radiative feedback associated with
BH feeding. At t ' 1.6 Myr, the mass accretion rate
abruptly rises and reaches Ṁ• ' 10M� yr�1, which cor-
responds to ' 2.5⇥ 103 ṀEdd. After the peak, the rate
gradually decreases with time but the super-Eddington
accretion phase lasts until t ' 3 Myr. Note that the BH
mass is ' 6.3⇥105 M� at the end of the simulation. The
overall behavior of the accretion rate is consistent with
those found in previous RHD simulations where the BH
is not embedded in the external gravitational potential
composed of stars and DM (Inayoshi et al. 2016; Takeo
et al. 2018, 2020; Park et al. 2020; Toyouchi et al. 2021).
Fig. 2 presents the distribution of the gas density in

the domain of 0  x  8 pc and |z|  6 pc at six dif-
ferent elapsed times (phases a-f). In each panel, the
location of the ionization front where the neutral frac-
tion is xHI = 0.95 (thin contours) and the velocity vec-
tors are overlaid. Fig. 3 presents the radial profiles of
the gas density (top), temperature (middle), and veloc-
ity (bottom) along the equator (✓ = 90�; left panels)
and the pole (✓ = 0�; right panels), respectively. In the

bottom panels, we show the rotational velocity along the
equator and radial velocity along the polar direction, re-
spectively. Note that the radial profiles at the phase (f)
are not shown because they are similar to those at the
phase (e) except that the shock front of the polar outflow
moves forward. This indicates that the disk properties
are in a quasi-steady state although the net accretion
rate onto the BH gradually decreases.
At the early stage of t < 0.3 Myr, the accreting BH

emits nearly isotropic radiation and creates an ionizing
bubble. The prolate shape of the bubble is caused by
angular momentum of the inflowing gas with a lower
density near the pole and by anisotropic radiation pro-
duced when the BH feeding rate exceeds the Eddington
value in a short period. While the size of the ionizing
bubble is initially maximized at rion ⇠ 30 pc, it shrinks
to ⇠ 3 pc by the phase (a) owing to e�cient radiative
recombination of the gas surrounding the Eddington-
limited radiating BH. As a result, the equatorial inflow
of neutral gas penetrates into the interior of the BH
gravitational influence radius of rB ' 8 pc for neutral
gas with T ' 8000 K (see the left panels in Fig. 3). The
inflow with strong ram pressure leads to fragmentation
of the shell of the ionized bubble. Previous studies also
found that collapse of the ionized region surrounding the
accreting BH is an essential process to trigger the accre-
tion transition (Inayoshi et al. 2016; Toyouchi et al. 2019,
2021). However, we note that gas rotation, anisotropic
radiation, and dust obscuration moderate the propaga-
tion of ionizing radiation to the equatorial region and
thus do promote the transition (see also Takeo et al.
2018, 2020).
At t ' 0.35 Myr (phase b), intense inflows of neutral

gas feeds the nuclear scale within ⇠ 2 pc, but the BH
feeding rate does not increase at the same moment. This
is primarily because the inflowing gas with angular mo-
mentum forms a rotationally-supported disk and the ro-
tational velocity exceeds the Keplerian value at r ⇠ 2 pc
(see the left-bottom panel in Fig. 3), where the inflow
speed through the disk slows down significantly. In addi-
tion, the outward radiation force exerted through elec-
tron scattering, absorption of UV radiation by atomic
bound-free transitions and dust grain, and re-emission
of IR radiation from heated dust prevent the inflowing
gas from feeding the BH at rates of & ṀEdd (Toyouchi
et al. 2019). Meanwhile, the ionized regions become as
small as rion ' 0.3 pc and the inflow from larger radii
accumulates mass in the nuclear region (phase c; see
Fig. 2 and the left panels in Fig. 3).
At the late stages of t & 1.6 Myr (phase d), the disk

becomes opaque to UV by dust, and the inner-edge
of the dense dusty disk reaches the central cell with

Rion < RB

・ Rapid growing case (Mhalo = 109 Msun; z=15; 4σ)
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Figure 11. The M•�M? relation for the three simulations: B7T5N3-highSFE (red), B7T5N3 (magenta), and B6T5N3 (purple).
Circle symbols show the z > 6 quasar samples compiled by Izumi et al. (2019, 2021); brighter ones with M1450 < �25 (blue)
and fainter ones with M1450 > �25 (cyan). The cross symbols are the observational samples in the local universe provided
by Kormendy & Ho (2013). Each line represents the local relation of M•/M? (black solid, with ⇠ 1� errors), and the best-fit
relations for the brightest z > 6 quasars by Pensabene et al. (2020). The red dotted curve presents the evolutionary track of
the M•/M? ratio after rapid accretion phases predicted by a phenomenological model (see Appendix B). As a reference, the
evolutionary tracks of the M•/M? ratio obtained by cosmological simulations (Zhu et al. 2020) are overlaid (green curves).

5.2. Early coevolution of seed BHs with host galaxies

The empirical relation between the mass of SMBHs
and the properties of their host galaxies are considered
to be one of the most important outcomes caused by
their coevolution over the cosmic timescale (e.g., Magor-
rian et al. 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Kormendy &
Ho 2013). Theoretical models for explaining the tight
correlations have been proposed but the origin is still
unclear. To understand the nature of these correlations,
it is critically important to study them beyond the lo-
cal universe, characterizing how and when the relations
have been established and evolved until now. So far, a
large number of observational studies have extensively
investigated the redshift dependence of the BH-to-bulge
mass ratio of M•/M? and overall suggested its positive
redshift dependence, i.e., the ratio increases with red-
shift (Bennert et al. 2011; Schramm & Silverman 2013;
Ding et al. 2020). Beyond z ⇠ 6, ALMA is a powerful
tool to measure the dynamical mass of cold gas in quasar
host galaxies and allows us to explore the early stage
of the BH/galaxy correlation (e.g., Wang et al. 2010,
2013; Venemans et al. 2017). In addition, observations
with the Subaru HSC provide low-luminosity and less

massive BH samples, which are unique populations to
determine the M•/M? ratio at z > 6 (Izumi et al. 2019,
2021). Fig. 11 shows the distribution of z > 6 quasars
compiled in Izumi et al. (2021), together with those in
the local universe (Kormendy & Ho 2013). First, the
brightest z > 6 quasars with M1450 < �25 mag tend
to have M•/M? ratios higher than those seen in the lo-
cal universe. Namely, the mass ratio for those bright-
est objects is boosted by a factor of ⇠ 10 (blue dashed
line; Pensabene et al. 2020). On the other hand, the
fainter quasars with M1450 > �25 mag appear to follow
the local relation, although those BHs are considered to
grow at rates of & 0.05 SFR and will be overmassive at
lower redshifts. We note that for all the z > 6 samples,
the values of the x-axis are not the bulge mass of their
host galaxies but the dynamical mass measured by [CII]
158 µm lines. In general, the dynamical mass is con-
sidered to be higher than the true bulge mass. With a
high-resolution ALMA observation, Izumi et al. (2021)
found that the gas dynamics of the core component of
a low-luminosity quasar at z = 7.07 (HSC J1243+0100)
is governed by rotation associated with a compact bulge
and estimated its mass as ⇠ 50% of the [CII]-based dy-
namical mass. Therefore, the correlation at z > 6 might

observations 
z>6  
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Figure 9. Observed radiative flux at �obs = 1.98 µm emitted from an accreting BH in a protogalaxy at z = 15 predicted for the
three models. The viewing angle is set to ✓obs = 30�. The horizontal line shows the S/N = 10 detection limit of JWST/NIRCam
imaging with the F200W filter in a 10 ks exposure time.

fields of view. The detailed modeling of their spectral
energy distribution and the strategy of the follow-up ob-
servations for photometrically-identified candidates will
be discussed in our future work.

4. ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF THE
CONDITIONS FOR RAPID ACCRETION

We here derive the conditions required for the onset of
rapid mass accretion onto a seed BH embedded within
bulge stars. Based on the RHD simulation results, the
transition is triggered when (1) the ionization front is
confined within the core region without propagating out-
ward and (2) a su�cient amount of neutral gas is sup-
plied from larger radii without being suppressed by ra-
diative feedback. In what follows, we quantify the two
conditions with analytical expressions.
Let us consider that an accreting BH emits ionizing

radiation at a rate of Q0 and the radiation propagates
outward within a gas cloud with a distribution given by
Eq. (29). As a reference value, we estimate the size of
the I-front in a uniform density with nc as

rion =

✓
3Q0

4⇡↵rec,Bn2
c

◆1/3

,

' 25.5 �1/3M1/3
5

n�2/3
c,3

✓
THII

7⇥ 104 K

◆0.28

pc (36)

where ↵rec,B is the case-B radiative recombination
rate coe�cient, THII is the temperature of the ionized
gas, the number flux of ionizing photons is given by
Q0 ' 0.173 L•/(h⌫Ly) for the radiation spectral model

(Eq. 22), and �(⌘ L•/LEdd) is the Eddington ratio.
However, this estimate in Eq. (36) is no longer valid
when the I-front size reaches the radius where the den-
sity distribution decreases steeply. With the gas remain-
ing at rest, the critical power-law index of the density
profile (⇢ / r��) for continuous expansion of the I-front
is given by � = 3/2 (Franco et al. 1990). Therefore,
for the given initial density profile, one defines the criti-
cal radius, outside which the power-law index is steeper
than the critical value and the I-front expansion is ac-
celerated, by rcrit =

p
3 r0 or

rcrit = 27.4 T 1/2
vir,5 n�1/2

c,3 pc. (37)

Thus, the first condition for the transition is given by
rcrit & rion or

M• . 2⇥ 105 T 3/2
vir,5 n1/2

c,3

✓
�

0.5

◆�1

M�, (38)

where the Eddington ratio is set to � = 0.5, which is the
typical value before the transition to rapid mass accre-
tion.
Next, we consider the condition where radiative feed-

back does not a↵ect mass inflows from larger radii.
Namely, this requires the e↵ective gravitational influ-
ence radius to be larger than the size of the ionized
region, i.e., rinf & rion. The e↵ective gravitational in-
fluence radius is calculated with the balance between
the total (BH+bulge+DM) gravitational force and the

Inayoshi et al. (2022a)
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Figure 2. Spectral energy distribution of the growing seed BH with M• ' 106 M� at z = 8: the total SED (blue), the
radiation flux from the nuclear BH with nebular emission lines (magenta), and the emission from the dense accretion disk at
r ⇠ 0.1�1 pc (green). The viewing angle is set to ✓obs = 60�. The imaging sensitivity curves with S/N=10 of JWST’s NIRCam
(0.6–5 µm) and MIRI (5–20 µm) in a 10 ks exposure time are overlaid (the open square symbol indicates the e↵ective wavelength
of each filter), along with the transmission curve of each filter at the bottom (arbitrary units). The filled square symbols present
the filter-convolved flux density at each filter. The continuum radiation flux with several prominent lines with the rest-frame
equivalent widths of EWrest > 7 Å is observable with the NIRCam broad-band filters except for F070W and the MIRI F560W
filter. Intergalactic medium absorption is not included here.

EWH↵
rest

' 195 Å and EWH�
rest

' 46 Å (Vanden Berk
et al. 2001). As a result, the filter-convolved F560W
flux density (f⌫ = 150 nJy; filled square) is twice higher
than the continuum level at the same wavelength range
and thus is well above the S/N=10 detection limit in a
10 ks exposure (f⌫ = 130 nJy). The strongest H↵ at
�obs ' 5.9 µm in the MIRI’s F560W filter can be used
for photometric selection of rapidly accreting seed BHs
(see Sec. 3.2).
The Ly↵ line, which is the most prominent emis-

sion line in the rest-frame UV spectrum of quasars, is
not striking even for this luminous object because Ly↵
photons undergo a large number of scattering events
within the dense accretion disk, where electron colli-
sions populate hydrogen atoms from n = 2 to higher
levels (n � 3) before Ly↵ photons escape (Kwan & Kro-
lik 1981). Therefore, this process enhances the Balmer
and higher series lines, as shown in Figure 2. We also
note that the H↵/H� flux ratio is 3 times higher than
the ratio observed in di↵use nebulae (H↵/H� ⇠ 2.86 at
T = 104 K) because the production of those lines in the
dense disk is dominated by the collisional excitation of
hydrogen (e.g., Wills et al. 1985). The emission lines of

neutral oxygen (O I��1304, 8446, 11287) and singly ion-
ized carbon (C II]�2326) are e↵ectively excited in the
dense gaseous disk at 0.1 pc . r . 1 pc. The produc-
tion of the three O I lines is a result of Ly� fluorescence
that occurs when a population in n = 3 of hydrogen is
built up by collisional excitation and thus tightly cor-
relates to the enhancement of Balmer lines. The C II]
line is collisionally excited in the same dense region and
optically thin. These low-ionization lines support the
existence of a dense disk feeding the BH at a high rate.
Those dynamical and radiative processes can be investi-
gated with the RHD simulation that resolves the nuclear
scale, which is not su�ciently resolved in large-scale cos-
mological simulations due to computational limitations.
We note that high-ionization metal lines are not pro-

duced from the accreting gas onto BH seeds in metal-
poor protogalaxies (Z = 0.01 Z�), unlike metal-enriched
quasars at lower redshifts. Adopting the same con-
ditions, narrow metal lines such as C IV�1549 and
[O III]�5007, usually seen in low-z quasars, appear in
the SED as the metallicity increases to Z ' Z�. More-
over, this SED model does not take into account broad-
line components that could be produced in the inner

KI, Onoue et al.+ Ho (2022b)
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of accreting seed BHs shows prominent H↵ line emis-
sion, the second color in each column (bottom panels)
becomes as red as F356W�F560W > 1.0 at 7 < z < 8,
and F444W�F770W > 1.0 at 9 < z < 12, where the
H↵ line enters the longer-wavelength filter. The other
three types of galaxy show similar evolutionary trends

in those colors, but high-z seed BHs show the reddest
ones due to H↵ emission.
Rapidly growing seed BHs are characterized by ex-

tremely red infrared colors caused by flat continuum of
the BH radiation and strong H↵ emission. Fig. 4 shows
the location of such systems at z ⇠ 8 (left) and z ⇠ 10
(right) on the color-color space in the broad-band fil-

galaxies
KI, Onoue et al.+ Ho (2022b)
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・CEERS-AGN-z5-1 (Lbol ~ 1044 erg/s, L Hβ+[OIII] ~ LHα~ 1043 erg/s)4 Onoue et al.

Figure 1. The z = 5 AGN candidate presented in this paper, CEERS-AGN-z5-1. (Top:) The snapshot images of seven
NIRCam filters employed in CEERS. The image size of each panel is 100.5⇥ 100.5. There is a companion source to the upper left
from the central source. (Bottom:) The optical-to-NIR SED of CEERS-AGN-z5-1. The NIRCam flux densities based on model
magnitudes are presented in red. CEERS-AGN-z5-1 has an entry in the CANDELS catalog of Stefanon et al. (2017). Here

we show optical CFHT/MegaCam (u⇤, g
0
, r

0
, i

0
, z

0
), HST/ACS (F606W, F888W)+WCS3 (F105W, F125W, F140W, F160W),

and Spitzer/IRAC (3.6µm and 4.5µm) in black. Three sigma upper-limit flux densities are shown for those with signal-to-noise
ratios less than 3. Horizontal and vertical errorbars correspond to the filter bandwidths and photometric errors, respectively.
The grey dashed line shows our best-fit power-law continuum model, where the continuum slope index is ↵� = �1.32 ± 0.30
(⌘ d lnF�/d ln�).

(2022). In this paper, we use the total magnitudes to252

characterize the SED of CEERS-AGN-z5-1 in the follow-253

ing analysis. The CFHT, HST, and Spitzer magnitudes254

available for this source are also reported in Table 1,255

while for HST/WFC3 F105W, F125W and F160W, we256

also applied Galight to update the photometry from the257

catalog.258

We note that there is a faint companion source to259

the upper left of the NIRCam images (Figure 1). The260

NIRCam coordinate of this source is (R.A., Decl.) =261

(14:19:17.629, +52:49:49.04), approximately 0.23 arcsec-262

ond to the north of CEERS-AGN-z5-1. The 2D flux263

distribution of this companion is simultaneously fitted264

with Galight to deblend the two sources, as we report in265

Table 1. The companion is not identified in the reddest266

F410M and F444W filters. The e↵ect of blending on the267

photometry of those two filters is likely minor, because268

the companion is ⇡ 1 mag fainter than CEERS-AGN-269

z5-1 in the SW filters and the di↵erence becomes > 2270

mag for F277W and F356W.271

Figure 1 shows the NIRCam cutout images and the272

optical-to-NIR SED of CEERS-AGN-z5-1. Thanks to273

the wealth of photometry available in the CEERS field,274

the rest-frame UV-to-optical SED of CEERS-AGN-z5-1275

is clear. There is a strong Lyman break between CFHT276

r
0
- and i

0
-band (and HST/ACS F814W). The observed277

continuum redward of Lyman break is red with F115W278

� F356W = +0.8 ± 0.3. Moreover, there is clear pho-279

tometry excess at 3 µm (F277W) and 4 µm (F410M,280

F444W, and IRAC 4.5 µm), while F356W traces the281

continuum in between. This excess matches with the282

redshifted H�+[O iii] and H↵ emission lines, respec-283

tively. The strong excess of F410M suggests that H↵284

emission line is within the F410M coverage. Those pho-285

tometric features suggest that CEERS-AGN-z5-1 is a286

4.9  z  5.6 source with emission lines so strong that287

they a↵ect broad/medium-band photometry, as we dis-288

cuss in more details later (Sections 3.3 and 4.1).289

3.2. Continuum Properties290

The broad-band photometry of CEERS-AGN-z5-1 is291

well reproduced by a continuum model with a single292

power-law function except for filters that cover strong293

emission, especially H�+[O iii] and H↵. Our best-294
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A z ⇡ 5 AGN in CEERS 7

(a) Galaxy  
 zphot=4.93, χν2=1.9

(b) QSO, SDSS composite 
 zphot=4.97, χν2=1.7 

(c) QSO, strong lines 
 zphot=5.39, χν2=0.9

(d) Super-Eddington BH  
zphot=5.12, χν2=1.3

Figure 3. The results of our SED fitting. In each panel, we show the best-fit model of galaxies and AGNs on the left (black
line) and corresponding redshift probability distribution on the right. The observed photometry is shown in red dot and the
filter-convolved magnitudes of the best-fit models in blue cross. As in Figure 1, the downward arrows show 3� upper limit flux
densities. (Top:) The best-fit galaxy model from Inoue (2011)’s metal-poor galaxies. This model has a moderate dust extinction
with color excess E(B�V ) = 0.20. The filter-convolved magnitudes for this galaxy template are shown in grey. (Upper Middle:)
The best-fit quasar template with ↵� = �1.1 is shown in dark blue. This model has emission lines, the equivalent widths of
which are +3� from those of the low-redshift composite spectrum (VB01). See the text for more details. The filter-convolved
magnitudes are shown in blue diamond. (Lower Middle:) TBW. (Middle:) The best-fit quasar template. The same as the top
panel but with the best-fit SED template from accreting seed BH model (Inayoshi et al. 2022a). The scale of the template
corresponds to the central BH mass of MBH = 106.xM�. (Author note 1: Pz is normalized so that the sum is 1. The
redshift step is 0.01.)
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・CEERS-AGN-z5-1 (Lbol ~ 1044 erg/s, L Hβ+[OIII] ~ LHα~ 1043 erg/s)

The first AGN candidate in JWST



The least massive BH candidates

Onoue, KI, Ding et al. (2022)

6 Onoue et al.

Shen+11 (z~1-2) 
Liu+19 (z<0.35)

This Work (z=5)

Figure 2. The BH mass - bolometric luminosity plane.
The bolometric luminosity of CEERS-AGN-z5-1 (Lbol =
2.5 ⇥ 1044 erg s�1; red line) is estimated from its 3000 Å
monochromatic luminosity. The virial BH masses of broad-
line AGNs at various redshift ranges are also shown for com-
parison. Blue symbols are z > 6 quasars from Subaru/HSC
(circle; Onoue et al. 2019; Matsuoka et al. 2019; Kato et al.
2020), SDSS (diamond; Shen et al. 2019), and CFHQS (trian-
gle; Willott et al. 2010). Green squares show z ⇠ 4.8 quasars
from Trakhtenbrot et al. (2011). The blue contour is the nor-
malized distribution of SDSS DR7 quasars with a logarithm
step of 0.5 dex. (Shen et al. 2011). The BH masses from
the literature above are estimated based on Mg ii �2798.
The grey contour shows the normalized distribution of low-
redshift (z . 0.35) broad-line AGNs (Liu et al. 2019) with
the same step as for the Shen et al.’s z ⇠ 1–2 distribution.
Black symbols are the individual low-redshift AGNs with
estimated BH masses MBH . 106.3M� from Greene & Ho
(2007, dot), and Liu et al. (2018, cross). Those low-redshift
samples use Balmer lines to estimate BH masses. Clearly,
CEERS-AGN-z5-1 has the typical luminosity of the z < 0.35
AGNs with MBH & 106M�. The three diagonal lines indi-
cate 100%, 10%, and 1% Eddington luminosity from top left
to bottom right.

tracers such as Mg ii �2798 are necessary to robustly es-354

timate the BH mass of CEERS-AGN-z5-1.355

3.3. Broad/Medium-band Excess356

We now quantify the broad/medium-band excess due357

to H�+[O iii] and H↵. Here we consider the NIR-358

Cam photometry of F277W, F410M, and F444W, and359

use our continuum model with a single power-law index360

↵� = �1.32 (Sec. 3.2). The observed F277W magni-361

tude is 0.7 mag brighter than that expected from the362

continuum flux at F277W, which is significantly larger363

than the photometric error (0.2 mag). This excess is364

consistent with a luminosity for the H�+[O iii] lines365

of LH�+[OIII] = 1043.0 erg s�1 and rest-frame equiva-366

lent width EWH�+[OIII] = 1100 Å. The H↵ excess in367

F410M and F444W, 1.2 and 0.6 mag, respectively, is368

explained by a strong H↵ emission with line luminosity369

LH↵ = 1042.9 erg s�1 and rest-frame equivalent width370

EWH↵ = 1600 Å. In addition, assuming the relation371

of LH↵ = 3.1 LH� expected for Case B’ recombination372

(e.g., Greene & Ho 2005), we infer the [O iii] luminosity373

as L[OIII] ' 1042.9 erg s�1. Note that these measure-374

ments slightly increase by 5 and 1 % for H�+[O iii] and375

H↵, respectively, when the second continuum model for376

↵� = �1.27 is used.377

The two equivalent widths for H�+[O iii] and H↵ are378

extremely large as an AGN. The composite spectrum of379

low-redshift quasars of VB01 shows EWH�+[OIII] ' 63 Å380

and EWH↵ ' 195 Å. The brightest type 2 quasars in the381

local universe show equivalently strong [O iii] line emis-382

sion (both in terms of luminosity and equivalent width)383

(e.g., Zakamska et al. 2003; Kong & Ho 2018), while their384

bolometric luminosity estimated from the extinction-385

corrected [O iii] luminosity Lbol ⇠ 1047 erg s�1 is & 100386

times higher than that of CEERS-AGN-z5-1 (Heckman387

et al. 2004).388

Alternatively, strong Balmer emission lines can also389

be produced from star-forming galaxies. Such high val-390

ues of EWH↵ ' 1000 Å have been reported in z > 6391

star-forming galaxies based on Spitzer and JWST (e.g.,392

Endsley et al. 2021; Chen et al. 2022; Stefanon et al.393

2022). However, those galaxies show a significantly394

steeper continuum slopes (↵� ' �2.0), compared to395

that of CEERS-AGN-z5-1. We will discuss the possi-396

ble contribution of star-forming galaxies to the SED of397

CEERS-AGN-z5-1 in Section 4.1.398

4. DISCUSSION399

4.1. Spectral energy distribution fitting400

The available photometry of CEERS-AGN-z5-1 con-401

tinuously covers the spectrum from Ly↵ to H↵. We402

conduct a SED fitting analysis with the 21 photomet-403

ric data, using templates of metal-poor galaxies, low-404

redshift quasars, and super-Eddington accreting BHs.405

4.1.1. Metal-poor galaxies406

First, we attempt to reproduce the observed photo-407

metric SED data with galaxy templates. We here adopt408

the galaxy SED models from Inoue (2011), where neb-409

ular emission lines are included for various metallicities410

of Z = 0.02 (Z�), 0.008, 0.004, 0.0004, 10�5, 10�7, and411

0.0 (no metals). The stellar mass spectrum is calculated412

by assuming a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF) with413



Summary

・Rapid accretion onto seed BHs in massive DM halos naturally 
    explains the existence of “overmassive” BHs 

・The existence of high-z SMBHs requires their quick assembly 
    mechanisms (massive seed formation, rapid accretion)

・Future observations by JWST and RST will enable us to 
    detect transient bursts (the first cry) of seed BHs

Collapsing
protogalaxy 

Pop III BHs
20 < M/M☉< 140

GW recoils

Radiation feedback

Prior star
formation

Pristine gas
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Runaway
collisions

If N* > Ncrit

First galaxies

SMS

No

1

2
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3

Minihalo
Tvir < 104 K~

Atomic-cooling halo
Tvir > 104 K~

Star formation
(H2 cooling)

No H2 cooling

JLW > Jcrit
High vbsm

Rapid merger

Hyper-Eddington accretion
M >> MEdd
• •

101–2 M☉

105–6 M☉

103–4 M☉

Figure 3
Formation pathways of seed BHs in early protogalaxies: ●1 Pop III remnant BHs with a mass ofM• ≈ 101–2 M!, ●2 massive seed BHs
withM• ≈ 105–6 M! in ACHs under peculiar conditions such as strong LW radiation ( JLW > Jcrit), high baryon-DM streaming
velocity, and rapid mergers of DM halos, and ●3 relatively massive seeds withM• ≈ 103–4 M! via runaway collisions in ultradense stellar
clusters. ●4 Hyper-Eddington accretion onto stellar-mass BHs (Ṁ• ≫ ṀEdd) would effectively result in a massive seed at the center of a
dense pristine gas cloud. Abbreviations: ACH, atomic-cooling halo; BH, black hole; DM, dark matter; GW, gravitational wave; LW,
Lyman–Werner; Pop III, Population III; SMS, supermassive star.

motivated by the natural availability of stellar-mass BHs in the early Universe, left behind by
the first generation of stars. As we argue, it is possible for BHs to grow at highly super-Eddington
rates, which represents one of the pathways for rapid BH assembly in the early Universe. These
pathways are illustrated in Figure 3, along with other possibilities that will be discussed in the
sections below. However, we emphasize that no self-consistent calculation to date has included all
the necessary multi-scale physics and followed the BH growth over several orders of magnitude
in mass.We first focus on the basic underlying physics (Section 3.1) and then discuss applications
to the high-z Universe (Section 3.2 and Section 3.3).

For convenience, Figure 4 illustrates the structure of accretion flows onto a BH embedded in
a protogalaxy. The characteristic physical scales and mechanisms relevant to the discussions below
are listed in Table 3 (with their definitions and fiducial values).

3.1. Growing Black Holes by Accretion: Is There an Eddington Limit?
Assuming that high-z SMBHs grow mostly via rapid gas accretion and radiate ∼10% of the rest
mass energy of accretingmatter, as low-z quasars do on average (Soltan 1982,Yu&Tremaine 2002,
Ueda et al. 2003), the outward radiation pressure force on the infalling gas, through electron scat-
tering, matches the inward gravitational force at the critical accretion rate of ṀEdd ≡10 LEdd/c2,
where LEdd = 4π cGM•/κes is the Eddington luminosity.3 If accretion is limited to this rate, the

3This definition includes a fiducial factor of 10, which assumes a radiative efficiency of 10%.We employ this
definition throughout this review, but we caution the reader that an equally common definition in the literature
is ṀEdd ≡LEdd/c2, i.e., excluding this factor.
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Figure 9. Observed radiative flux at �obs = 1.98 µm emitted from an accreting BH in a protogalaxy at z = 15 predicted for the
three models. The viewing angle is set to ✓obs = 30�. The horizontal line shows the S/N = 10 detection limit of JWST/NIRCam
imaging with the F200W filter in a 10 ks exposure time.

fields of view. The detailed modeling of their spectral
energy distribution and the strategy of the follow-up ob-
servations for photometrically-identified candidates will
be discussed in our future work.

4. ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF THE
CONDITIONS FOR RAPID ACCRETION

We here derive the conditions required for the onset of
rapid mass accretion onto a seed BH embedded within
bulge stars. Based on the RHD simulation results, the
transition is triggered when (1) the ionization front is
confined within the core region without propagating out-
ward and (2) a su�cient amount of neutral gas is sup-
plied from larger radii without being suppressed by ra-
diative feedback. In what follows, we quantify the two
conditions with analytical expressions.
Let us consider that an accreting BH emits ionizing

radiation at a rate of Q0 and the radiation propagates
outward within a gas cloud with a distribution given by
Eq. (29). As a reference value, we estimate the size of
the I-front in a uniform density with nc as

rion =

✓
3Q0

4⇡↵rec,Bn2
c

◆1/3

,

' 25.5 �1/3M1/3
5

n�2/3
c,3

✓
THII

7⇥ 104 K

◆0.28

pc (36)

where ↵rec,B is the case-B radiative recombination
rate coe�cient, THII is the temperature of the ionized
gas, the number flux of ionizing photons is given by
Q0 ' 0.173 L•/(h⌫Ly) for the radiation spectral model

(Eq. 22), and �(⌘ L•/LEdd) is the Eddington ratio.
However, this estimate in Eq. (36) is no longer valid
when the I-front size reaches the radius where the den-
sity distribution decreases steeply. With the gas remain-
ing at rest, the critical power-law index of the density
profile (⇢ / r��) for continuous expansion of the I-front
is given by � = 3/2 (Franco et al. 1990). Therefore,
for the given initial density profile, one defines the criti-
cal radius, outside which the power-law index is steeper
than the critical value and the I-front expansion is ac-
celerated, by rcrit =

p
3 r0 or

rcrit = 27.4 T 1/2
vir,5 n�1/2

c,3 pc. (37)

Thus, the first condition for the transition is given by
rcrit & rion or

M• . 2⇥ 105 T 3/2
vir,5 n1/2

c,3

✓
�

0.5

◆�1

M�, (38)

where the Eddington ratio is set to � = 0.5, which is the
typical value before the transition to rapid mass accre-
tion.
Next, we consider the condition where radiative feed-

back does not a↵ect mass inflows from larger radii.
Namely, this requires the e↵ective gravitational influ-
ence radius to be larger than the size of the ionized
region, i.e., rinf & rion. The e↵ective gravitational in-
fluence radius is calculated with the balance between
the total (BH+bulge+DM) gravitational force and the
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